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Abstract. Our ultimate goal is to propose a catalog with recommenda-
tions on how to organize the work of programmers. In this research we
intend to provide experiments to explore the most suitable forms to allow
programmers to develop software, either alone, in pair programming or
in group. We also explore other approaches like code review. Our goal is
not only to reduce the software development cost, but also to improve
programmers life quality.
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1 Introduction

The motivation of our research is to find better ways to organize the programmers
work to develop quality software in a productive way suitable to their current
context. Our goal is not only to reduce the software development cost, but also
to improve the programming experience. Toward to do this a set of unanswered
questions related on how many programmers should implement a task emerged:

– When Pair programming should be used?
– When it is interesting to perform Mob programming?
– What are the situations where it is better to do simultaneous work?
– What’s the influence of the context and of the team?

2 Description of Points on Which We Would Like
to Get the Most Advice on

We would like to have initial hints on when is better to use each one of the
techniques and when alternating among them is a good idea. Our research is
based upon the process of the Illuminated Arrow (see below).
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3 Relevant Prior Work

Herez [9] did an extensive work on when to apply pair programming on several
teams. The main conclusions were that pair programming should be applied
when the task being developed is more complex or when there is a large gap on
the programmers experience. On other situations, other more light techniques
like code review can be applied without any drawback.

More recently we started to study also the benefits of Mob Programming.
There are points of convergence in the literature about the advantages of the

use of Mob Programming over other techniques [9–13]. On a first experiment
we figured out that Mob Programming was not very useful when no one in the
team knew the language/framework being used [10].

4 Research Objective

Elaborate a catalog with suggestions on how the programmers should organize
their work concerning pair programming and related techniques.

5 Research Approach, Study Design and Arrangements

The interpretation made in an interpretive case study is frequently impossible to
be auditing posteriorly and, is very difficult to conduct controlled experiments.
For this reason, Kattan [2] suggests to conduct application examples to produce
raw data. After, to analysis this data, is suggested the use of the Grounded The-
ory techniques, to looking for one auditable Theory to explain the findings [5].

There are no silver bullets [6], but maybe together we could build illuminated
arrows that somehow inspire the correct path to innovators. Figure 1 show the
phases of this research method, that reduces the gap between software develop-
ers and academic researchers and, thus, produce more ready to use knowledge.
The Illuminated Arrow [2] proposed application examples to deepen impartially
the initial work of an action research, supported by systematic and tertiary
revisions [4].

In Software Engineering it is very difficult to conduct controlled experiments
or make convincing Double Blind experiments [3]. Furthermore, human expertise
and human subjectivity interfere with the result of experiments. The types of
software are very different, each software is unique, it depends on the problem it
solves, so is different from medical research, where every human being has blood,
lung, heart, brain, etc [2].

The reason to start with an action research is to fix the initial mistakes of the
research and to be sure about the benefits and limitations of it. If the result of
the initial work, is considered positive, the next step suggest by the Illuminated
Arrow is systematically review the literature, making it easier to audit.
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Fig. 1. Phases of illuminated arrow, starting from left and finishing in the right [2].

6 Action Research and Application Examples

The Empirical Study occurs twice. The first is in the beginning of the research
as suggested by illuminated arrow, because start with an action research helps
to deep the knowledge on this theme. Thus, makes easier the identification of
some aspect possible to be improved and will guide the systematics reviews.

The second time, occurs after the literature review and is the empirical study
by application examples. Thus, makes easier audits compared with interpretative
case studies usely used. The applications examples will be careful design based
at the literature reviews and action research.

These application examples will produce raw data about what we observe,
toward to confirm and validated some aspects, provide new ideas and these
raw data produced we hope that permit emerge one Theory in the way of one
recommendation system to software developers about the better set of practices
based on a specific context.

7 Data Analysis Methods and Techniques

The use of grounded theory is founded on the premise that the generation of
theory at various levels is indispensable for a deep understanding of social phe-
nomena [7,8]. The techniques of data analysis in grounded theory are:

– coding data (that comprises open, axial and selective):

Open coding, to find categories;

Axial coding, to find links between the themes/categories;

Selective coding, to find the core category.

– memo writing;
– theoretical sampling.
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8 Summary of the Current Status of the Research and
Planned Next Steps

This proposal research is the continuation of Kattan [9] master’s thesis. The tech-
nique is called Programming and review simultaneous in Pairs, is one extension
to the pair programming. It’s concluded when the goal is to reduce the time-to-
benefit suggest use the Programming and review simultaneous in Pairs, when the
pair is compose by professionals with the follows experience levels: intermediate
and senior, or senior and senior, or junior and junior. The complexity of these
tasks were classified as: low, medium and high.

Kattan reviewed the Mob Programming literature too in his master’s disser-
tation and also applied Mob Programming in one application example.

Figure 2 illustrates the extension to pair programming, was used aspects of
Simultaneous Engineering [9] to create one alternative to pair programming. The
phases 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are illustrated in Fig. 2. Phase 7 is illustrated in the form
of the team with the work, because is the reflective rest and conflict resolution, is
unformatted due to the miscellaneous possibilities for reflective/productive rest
and conflict resolution.

The current status of the research and planned next steps are:

– We are conducting in companies experiments on Mob Programming, Pro-
gramming and review simultaneous in Pairs, Pair Programming, Code Review
and Coding Dojo [1].

– We are continuously reading the live science of this theme in literature in a
frequently updating process.

– Beyond the use of questionnaire, we are analysing possible metrics [9].
– Based on feedback of international community we will rock the research and

start the data collection.
– After conducting field studies, called here of application examples, we will

analyse the data using Grounded Theory techniques.

Fig. 2. Programming and review simultaneous in Pairs
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/),
which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium
or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were
made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s
Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If
material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended
use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will
need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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